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Interactive Fault Extraction in 3-D Seismic Data
Using the Hough Transform and Tracking Vectors
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Abstract—The exploration of reservoir regions has a close re-
lationship with the localization of faults. Although faults can be
labeled in seismic volumes by experienced interpreters, such man-
ual interpretation is inefficient when dealing with a dramatically
growing amount of collected seismic data. To speed up the inter-
pretation efficiency of faults, in this paper, we propose a method
that semiautomatically detects fault surfaces by using the Hough
transform as well as tracking vectors. In the proposed method,
we classify seismic sections into reference and predicted ones by
borrowing the concept of I- and B-frames in video-coding tech-
niques. For these two types of seismic sections, we introduce dif-
ferent strategies to delineate faults. In reference sections, we first
highlight likely fault regions from corresponding coherence maps
and apply the Hough transform to extract the features of faults.
After removing false features, we optimally connect remaining fea-
tures under the constraints of coherence maps. Since the accuracy
of fault detection in reference sections depends highly on several
parameters, to avoid replicating the tweaking of parameters in all
seismic sections, we propose tracking detected faults in reference
sections through remaining predicted sections, in which faults are
labeled based on estimated tracking vectors and geological con-
straints. To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we
introduce a fault similarity (FauSIM) index that describes the sim-
ilarity between detected faults and manually picked faults. The
FauSIM index based on the Fréchet distance focuses on both the
local and global comparisons of faults. Experimental results show
that the proposed method has the capability to accurately detect
faults in seismic sections, and the tracking process improves in-
terpretation efficiency by eliminating tweaked parameters. In ad-
dition, comparisons between faults delineated by various methods
and faults manually picked show that the FauSIM index is highly
correlated with interpreters’ subjective perception.

Index Terms—Seismic interpretation, fault detection and track-
ing, Hough transform, tracking vectors, and fault similarity index.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE movement of neighboring tectonic plates may lead
to significant displacements along fractures in the sub-

surface and form an important geological structure, faults. As
effective structural traps, faults may seal reservoir rocks and
contribute to the formation of petroleum reservoirs. Because
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of the close relationship between faults and petroleum reser-
voirs, interpreters can predict the initial positions of reservoirs.
However, because of the large amount of seismic data, manual
interpretation is becoming more time consuming and more labor
intensive. To improve interpretation efficiency, interpreters have
been utilizing computers to facilitate the interpretation process
over the past decade [1], [2]. Because of complicated geologi-
cal structures in the subsurface and the low signal-to-noise ratio
of collected seismic data, implementing fully automatic fault
detection is very difficult in practice. However, interactive inter-
pretation with more feasibility is gaining stronger interest from
both industry and academia. Some companies such as Schlum-
berger [3] and Paradigm [4] have built their software platforms
to label faults interactively. In the following, we are going
to introduce computer-aided methods that focus on the semi-
automatic detection of faults.

The natural method to detect faults is to extract the geological
features of faults. Since faults indicate discontinuity in seismic
data, several seismic attributes have been proposed to identify
faults in seismic datasets, such as coherence [5], variance [6],
curvature [7], and gradient amplitude [8], [9]. Although the in-
volvement of one or two seismic attributes can highlight likely
fault regions, under the influence of noise, the labeling of faults
could not meet the requirement of accuracy expected by inter-
preters. Therefore, to achieve reasonable accuracy and reliabil-
ity, since 2005, researchers have proposed various interactive
fault detection methods based on calculated seismic attributes
that can delineate fault surfaces in seismic volumes or faults in
two-dimensional (2D) sections. Silva et al. [1] introduced an
ant-tracking algorithm that detects fault surfaces on the basis of
two seismic attributes, variance and chaos. In [10], AlBinHas-
san et al. applied a smoothing operator on coherence cubes in
order to remove noise and enhance faults. Similarly, in the work
of Cohen et al. [11], the proposed directional filters enhance
the contrast of normalized differential entropy, and the skele-
tonization process extracts one-pixel-width fault surfaces from
likely fault regions. In [12], Jacquemin and Mallet proposed the
cascaded Hough transform to roughly detect fault surfaces in
seismic volumes. Different from the global detection of fault
surfaces in [10]–[12], Gibson et al. [13] designed a multi-stage
approach that first highlights fault points in semblance cubes,
generates local planar patches from grouped fault points, and
finally merges small patches into large fault surfaces. Recently,
Wang and AlRegib [14] utilized the 3D Hough transform to de-
tect small patches from the clouds of fault points and combined
them to form the entire fault surface.
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Fig. 1. The proposed method has two main parts, fault detection in reference sections and fault tracking in predicted sections.

Because of the employment of three-dimensional (3D) in-
formation, fault surfaces detected in seismic volumes have
relatively higher accuracy than those detected in 2D sections.
However, the involvement of more information may lead to an
increase in the number of parameters. Tuning many parameters
in the detection process requires extra time and manual labor,
which reduces interpretation efficiency. To simplify the detec-
tion process, researchers have applied image processing tech-
niques on detecting faults along either seismic or time sections.
Hale and Emanuel [15] proposed detecting faults on meshed
time sections by involving typical image segmentation methods
such as normalized cuts [16] and stochastic clusters [17]. In [18],
AlBinHassan and Marfurt used the Hough transform to detect
all lines in coherence maps computed from seismic amplitude
maps. However, without noise rejection, this method labels only
the rough shapes of faults. Therefore, to overcome this draw-
back, in the work of [19], the proposed method removes noisy
features based on the employment of geological constraints.
More recently, Zhang et al. [20] borrowed a biometric algorithm
to detect faults in time sections under the assumption of a high
resemblance between faults and the capillary veins of human
fingers. In [21], using the semblance maps of every three neigh-
boring time sections, Wang et al. synthesized RGB color images.
By investigating the influence of the human vision system on
seismic interpretation, the proposed method converts RGB color
images to other color spaces, extracts likely faults from corre-
sponding luminance components, and combines likely faults
under geological and connectivity constraints. Hale [2] applied
directional Gaussian filters to enhance semblance maps, select-
ed fault points with the largest semblance values, and connected
these points to label faults. Although this method is robust and
highly automatic, false features involved in detected faults re-
duce labeling accuracy.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II focuses on
the introduction of the proposed fault detection and tracking
algorithm, Section III shows experimental results, and
Section IV makes the conclusion.

II. THE PROPOSED METHOD

This paper proposes a method that interactively labels faults
using the Hough transform and tracking vectors. The diagram

of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 1. In the preprocessing
step, we calculate the coherence of seismic volumes, which can
highlight discontinuous structures such as faults. In our previous
work [19], we showed that the Hough transform is a powerful
tool to detect the features of faults from likely fault regions en-
hanced in coherence maps. However, if interpreters depend only
on such a detection method, they have to spend extra time on ad-
justing parameters when dealing with different seismic sections.
To improve interpretation efficiency, we attempt to utilize strong
correlations between neighboring seismic sections by borrow-
ing the idea of reference and predicted frames from video coding
and processing techniques. We divide seismic sections into two
different groups, reference and predicted sections. Since refer-
ence sections account only for a small proportion of the whole
seismic volume, to ensure fault interpretation accuracy, we de-
tect the faults of reference sections using the Hough transform.
In contrast, we synthesize tracked faults in predicted sections
on the basis of estimated tracking vectors and the projections
of detected faults from neighboring reference sections. The in-
volved fault information from reference sections simplifies the
tracking process and ensures it can be implemented almost au-
tomatically. Finally, by combining detected and tracked faults,
we yield fault surfaces in the 3D seismic volume.

A. Preprocessing

In the preprocessing step, in order to characterize faults more
accurately and efficiently, we acquire a prominent feature of
faults, lateral discontinuity. This attribute, derived from the co-
herence attribute proposed by Manfurt et al. [5], outperforms
other attributes in the identification of faults by taking local
dip information into account. In the pixel-wise calculation of
the coherence-based attribute, every point in seismic sections
represents the center of an analysis window that is oriented
along the local horizon. By involving all neighboring pixels in
a (2rd + 1)× (2rd + 1) analysis window, we obtain the corre-
sponding discontinuity value D(x, z), calculated as follows:

D(x, z) =
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Fig. 2. An example of a seismic section (Inline #268) and its corresponding
discontinuity map.

Fig. 3. The Hough transform represents a mapping procedure between the
image space and the parameter space.

where x and z correspond to the crossline and depth direc-
tion, respectively, and S(x, z) represents the intensity of seismic
signals. In addition, the function |ln(·)| ensures the nonnegativ-
ity of discontinuity values and increases the contrast between
faults and coherent features. Therefore, points with greater dis-
continuity values have the higher possibility of being located in
faults. In contrast, points, which have discontinuity values close
to zeros, correspond to coherent features. Fig. 2 shows an ex-
ample of a seismic section and its corresponding discontinuity
map. In Fig. 2(b), we notice that bright regions correspond to
likely fault regions, and dark regions indicate coherent features.

B. Fault Detection in Reference Sections

On the basis of calculated discontinuity maps, we attempt to
label faults in a reference section using the Hough transform.

1) Hough Transform: In the field of image processing, the
Hough transform, a mapping procedure between the image
space and the parameter space, has been widely used to de-
tect the features of lines, circles, and other parametric curves.
Fig. 3 illustrates a simple example of the Hough transform. In
Fig. 3(a), we analytically describe the line in the image space
with its parametric equation as follows:

x · cos θ0 + y · sin θ0 = r0 , (2)

where r0 represents the algebraic distance [22] between the line
and the origin and θ0 defines the orientation of r0 with respect to
x-axis. In the mapping of the Hough transform, parameter pair
(θ0 , r0), which can uniquely identify a line in the image space,
represents one point in the parameter space, as Fig. 3(b) shows.
Similarly, two arbitrary points (x0 , y0) and (x1 , y1) in the image
space (Fig. 3(a)), as parametric pairs, can define two sinusoid
curves in the parameter space with equations as follows:

{
x0 · cos θ + y0 · sin θ = r

x1 · cos θ + y1 · sin θ = r
. (3)

Fig. 4. (a) Binary image B containing likely fault points; (b) sinusoid curves
mapped from fault points.

In Fig. 3(b), these two curves intersect at point (θ0 , r0), which
describes the line in Fig. 3(a) determined by points (x0 , y0) and
(x1 , y1) in the image space.

Since the shapes of faults are commonly lines and flat curves
in seismic sections, we can extract the line features of faults
from likely fault regions using the Hough transform. To identify
likely fault regions, we apply threshold TH on the discontinuity
map and obtain binary image B as follows:

B(x, z) =

{
1, if D(x, z) ≥ TH

0, otherwise
. (4)

Fig. 4(a) shows binary image B obtained based on the bina-
rization of the discontinuity map in Fig. 2(b). Furthermore, we
transform every likely fault point to the corresponding sinu-
soid curve in parameter space θ-r and identify points where
the largest number of curves intersect. In Fig. 4(b), color val-
ues represent the number of intersecting curves. Therefore, we
select intersections from green areas labeled by white rectan-
gles. Finally, by mapping these selected intersections back onto
the image space, we extract line features from the discontinu-
ity map. In the procedure of the Hough transform, interpreters
need to adjust two important parameters. One is the number of
selected intersections, which determines the number of detected
lines in the image space. The other parameter is the slope inter-
val of detected lines, which is constrained by fault orientations.
However, interpreters can avoid spending time on optimally ad-
justing parameters since incoherent anomalies in extracted line
features will be removed in the following step.

2) False Feature Removal: Because of the limitation of the
Hough transform, it is inevitable that detected results contain
some false features that violate geological constraints. Accord-
ing to the locations of false features, we classify them into two
types as shown in Fig. 5(a). The line inside the dashed box is an
outlier, which is isolated from the others. In addition, the lines
labeled by the solid box, located in close proximity, represent a
neighboring group. To filter out these false features, we propose
a double-threshold method with a diagram shown at the top of
Fig 1. Before we describe the method in detail, we need to first
define detected lines using 2× 2 matrices as follows:

Fi =

[

xs,i zs,i

xe,i ze,i

]

, i = 1, 2, · · · , NF , (5)

where (xs,i , zs,i) and (xe,i , ze,i) represent the coordinates of
the starting and ending points of Fi , respectively. The indices,
i = 1, 2, · · · , NF , increase with the depth positions of detected
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Fig. 5. The process of false feature removal: (a) types of false features,
(b) a fitted fault based on the midpoints of all lines, (c) the illustration of
absolute distance, and (d) the illustration of lateral distance.

lines in seismic sections, and NF represents the total number of
line features. In addition, we denote the midpoint of line Fi as

mi =
[
xs,i + xe,i

2
,
zs,i + ze,i

2

]

, i = 1, 2, · · · , NF . (6)

In Fig. 5(b), stars indicate the midpoints of all lines.
Since one seismic section may contain several faults, first of

all, we must classify the detected lines into different groups and
ensure that lines in each group belong to the same fault. To
solve this clustering problem, we apply the K-means algorithm
on the midpoints of all lines and obtain the optimal partition by
tweaking initial means. Furthermore, to remove outliers, in each
group, we need to define the distance between one feature and
the others. Therefore, we conduct the linear regression analysis
of all midpoints and generate a fitted line that roughly describes
the position of a real fault. As Fig. 5(b) depicts, the red line is fit-
ted from all green midpoints.

After grouping features and synthesizing fitted faults, to de-
termine whether one detected line is a false feature or not, we de-
fine two distances, absolute distance (AD) and lateral distance
(LD). Absolute distance, representing the position relationship
between two neighboring features is calculated as

AD =
1√
2
‖Fi−1 − Fi‖F , (7)

where ‖·‖F represents the Frobenius norm. The geometric def-
inition of AD is derived from the quadratic mean of lines ls and
le , which connect the starting and ending points of Fi−1 and Fi ,
respectively, as Fig. 5(c) illustrates. In contrast, lateral distance,
labeled in Fig. 5(d), describing the offset distance between one
feature and the fitted fault, is geometrically defined as the pro-
jection of the vector connecting mi and mf onto the direction
perpendicular to Fi , as the following equation shows

LD = |(mi −mf ) · vi,⊥| , (8)

where mf is the midpoint of the fitted fault and vi,⊥ represents
the unit vector perpendicular to Fi . Using the pre-defined AD
and LD, we propose the double-threshold method to remove
false features and describe the details using the pseudocode in
Algorithm 1: Function L(·) calculates the length of detected
lines and TL and TA are two thresholds employed for removing

Algorithm 1: False feature removal.
for i← 1 to NF do

if LD ≥ TL then
Fi ← Fi−1

else
if AD ≤ TA then

Fi ← arg max
x∈{Fi−1 ,Fi }

L(x)

end if
end if

end for

Fig. 6. The process of fault labeling: (a) the remaining lines after false feature
removal, (b) initial labeling, (c) the searching results based on the discontinuity
map, (d) optimized labeling, and (e) the labeled fault.

false features based on obtained LDs and ADs. If the LD of Fi−1
is greater than TL , it indicates that Fi−1 is an outlier isolated
from the other lines and needs to be discarded. In addition, if the
AD of Fi−1 is less than TA , it suggests that Fi−1 and Fi belong
to a neighboring group and need to be merged into a longer
one. After examining all detected lines from top to bottom and
removing false ones, we obtain the remaining lines shown in
Fig. 6(a).

3) Fault Labeling: On the basis of the remaining lines, in
this section, we attempt to label faults as accurately as pos-
sible. Before introducing our labeling strategy, we first define
matrix L0 = (x0 , z0), in which x0 and z0 contain the x and
z coordinates of all points in the remaining lines, respectively.
The most straightforward way to delineate faults is to use ad-
ditional lines to connect these remaining lines in order. As il-
lustrated in Fig. 6(b), the remaining lines connected by blue
lines depict the initial shape of the fault. However, since we
connect the remaining lines without involving any geological
information, the initial labeling, denoted Lc = (xc , zc), is not
accurate.

To obtain a more accurate delineation of faults, we need to
employ discontinuity maps that characterize the geological fea-
tures of faults. In point-wise labeling, we denote the coordinates
of points in Lc as (xc(j), zc(j)), j = 1, 2, · · · . Since faults in
seismic sections are near-vertical, to avoid damaging the struc-
tures of the labeling results, for each zc(j), we search along
the crossline (horizontal) direction at radius rs and identify new
fault point (xm (j), zc(j)) with the greatest local discontinuity
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value. Eq. (9) demonstrates this searching process as follows:

xm (j) = arg max
x∈[xc (j )−rs ,xc (j )+rs ]

D (x, zc(j)) . (9)

The green curve in Fig. 6(c) represents searching result Lm =
(xm , zc). Therefore, we have two candidates for labeling faults.
One is Lc from the initial labeling, and the other is Lm from
Eq. (9). Since both candidates have the same depth coordinates
zc , for each zc(j), we need to determine the position of the
fault point between xc(j) and xm (j). To measure the relative
influence of xc and xm , we propose an objective function as
follows:

xs = arg min
x

λc‖x− xc‖22 + λm‖x− xm‖22 , (10)

where λc and λm , which have a sum of one, determine the
weights of xc and xm , respectively. Since Lm has a jagged
shape, which does not match the real geological structure of
faults, to achieve a balance between the accuracy and smooth-
ness of faults, we commonly set λc slightly greater than λm ;
for example, λc = 0.6, and λm = 0.4. In addition, to filter out
high-frequency components, we apply a smoothing filter on xs

and obtain the optimized labeling, Ls = (x̂s , zc), depicted as
the red curve in Fig. 6(d). Finally, we connect the remaining
lines in Fig. 6(a) with the curve in Fig. 6(d), which is more
geologically reasonable, and yield the labeled fault, as Fig. 6(e)
shows.

C. Fault Tracking

Although the proposed detection method shows accurate fault
labeling results, it requires the tuning of several parameters,
such as thresholds TH , TL , and TA and weights λc and λm .
To further improve interpretation efficiency, we employ the de-
tection method only in some reference sections and track the
detected faults through the remaining sections, referred to as
“predicted sections.” As Fig. 1 shows, the proposed tracking
method contains two main parts, tracking-vector-based projec-
tion and tracked fault synthesis.

1) Tracking-Vector-Based Projection: In the tracking pro-
cess, we project detected faults onto the most suitable positions
in predicted sections, which utilizes fault information in refer-
ence sections. These projected positions are indicated by track-
ing vectors, the concept of which is similar to motion vectors
in video coding. Fig. 7 illustrates the process of the tracking-
vector-based projection, in which x, y, and z correspond to the
crossline, inline, and depth directions, respectively. In one refer-
ence section, we denote detected fault Lr = (xr , zr ), in which
xr and zr contain the x and z coordinates of all points. Fault
segments, denoted li,r , i = 1, 2, · · · , are the subsets of Lr and
identified by an analysis window with length rt moving along
the detected fault. In the piecemeal projection, we project seg-
ment li,r onto a target predicted section along the inline direction
and keep all coordinates of li,r unchanged in the predicted sec-
tion. In Fig. 7, a fault segment in a dashed analysis window is
projected onto the predicted section as a dashed red curve. Since
fault surfaces are commonly not parallel to the inline direction,
the initial projection is not accurate enough to represent the

Fig. 7. The process of tracking-vector-based projection.

Fig. 8. (a) The illustration of overlaps in the crossline direction, (b) projected
faults Lp 1 and Lp 2 and line Lpm with the largest discontinuity values, and
(c) the synthesized fault based on fault tracking.

fault in the predicted section. Therefore, to identify the accurate
positions of faults, we search for the optimal tracking vector in
different directions under the constraint of maximizing the total
discontinuity value of all points in li,r . The objective function,
which determines tracking vector vi , is

vi = arg max
v

|li , r |∑

n=1

Dp(li,r (n) + v), (11)

where |li,r | defines the length of li,r , Dp corresponds to
the discontinuity map of the predicted section, and li,r (n) =
(xi,r (n), zi,r (n)) represents the coordinates of the n-th point in
li,r . Finally, obtained tracking vector vi moves all points in li,r
to new positions, as shown in Eq.(12):

li,p(n) = li,r (n) + vi , n = 1, 2, · · · , |li | . (12)

In Fig. 7, projected fault segment li,p is labeled by the solid
red line in the predicted section. As we mentioned above, the
moving of the analysis window identifies the fault segments
of the detected faults. Since the moving step is smaller than the
length of these segments, overlapping between neighboring fault
segments in reference sections may propagate to the predicted
section. As dashed lines in Fig. 8(a) depict, the projections of
three neighboring fault segments overlap in the crossline direc-
tion. To synthesize more reliable projected faults, we average
the x-coordinates of these overlaps and connect the averaged
results with the remaining non-overlapped projections. In addi-
tion, since the proposed projection is bi-directional, every fault
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in the predicted section can be delineated based on projected
faults from the two neighboring reference sections. In Fig. 8(b),
we define two projected faults as Lpi

= (xpi
, zpi

), i = 1, 2, for
the synthesis of tracked faults in the following section.

2) Tracked Fault Synthesis: Although projected faults, Lp1

and Lp2 , contain fault information propagated from reference
sections, to synthesis tracked faults with high accuracy, we need
to employ discontinuity information by defining another line,
Lpm

= (xpm
, zpm

), in the predicted section. Every point of
Lpm

has the largest discontinuity value in the crossline interval
between Lp1 and Lp2 . As Fig. 8(b) shows, the length of Lpm

is
determined by the overlapped region of Lp1 and Lp2 in the depth
direction, referred to as |zpm

| = |zp1 ∩ zp2 |, where |·| indicates
the number of points in the overlap of projected faults. For the
n-th point in zpm

, we obtain its corresponding x-coordinate by
searching between Lp1 and Lp2 as follows:

xpm
(n) = arg max

x∈[xp 1 ,xp 2 ]
Dp (x, zpm

(n)) , n = 1, 2, · · · , |zpm
| ,

(13)
where xp1 and xp2 represent the x-coordinates of zpm

(n) in Lp1

and Lp2 , respectively.
On the basis of lines Lp1 , Lp2 , and Lpm

, we attempt to synthe-
size tracked faults in predicted sections. Since Lp1 and Lp2 have
different lengths in the depth direction, we divide the tracked
fault into two parts. One is synthesized from the overlapped
regions of Lp1 , Lp2 , and Lpm

, as depicted in Fig. 8(b), and the
other contains the remaining parts of Lp1 and Lp2 . We define
the first part of the tracked fault as Lt1 =(xt1 , zpm

), in which
we obtain xt1 as follows:

xt1 = arg min
x

μp ·
(

λp1 ·
∥
∥x− x′p1

∥
∥

2
2 + λp2 ·

∥
∥x− x′p2

∥
∥

2
2

)

+μm ‖x− xpm
‖22 + δ ‖x‖22 , (14)

where x′p1
and x′p2

represent the x-coordinates of Lp1 and Lp2

in the overlapped regions, respectively. ‖x‖22 is the normaliza-
tion item, and

√
δ is the ratio of the minimum length of tracking

vectors and the largest x-coordinate. μp and μm , the sum of
which equals one, correspond to the weights of the projected
faults and Lpm

. Since we mainly depend on the projected faults
in the predicted sections, μp is slightly greater than μm ; for
example μp = 0.6 and μm = 0.4. When the tracking process is
applied on predicted sections, which correspond to same refer-
ence sections, parameters μp , μm , and δ remain unchanged. λp1

and λp2 , the weights of two projected faults, are determined as

λpi
= 1− Ni

N1 + N2
, i = 1, 2 , (15)

where N1 and N2 represent the difference of inline coordinates
between the predicted section and the two reference sections.
We notice that λpi

negatively correlates to Ni , which means that
the reference section closer to the predicted section corresponds
to a higher weight, as the objective function in Eq. (14) shows.
Synthesized part Lt1 is illustrated in the overlapped region of
Fig. 8(c). Finally, we connect the remaining parts of Lp1 and
Lp2 , denoted Lt2 , with Lt1 , which yields the tracked fault, as
shown in Fig. 8(c).

Fig. 9. (a) The Fréchet distance between curves A and B can be represented
by the length of the magenta line, and (b) the comparison of an extracted fault
and its ground truth labeled by interpreters.

D. Fault Similarity Index Measurement

By employing the proposed method based on the 2D Hough
transform and tracking vectors, we can semi-automatically de-
lineate faults in the seismic sections of 3D seismic data. To
evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we introduce
a fault similarity (FauSIM) index that measures the similarity
between semi-automatically extracted results and faults picked
by experienced interpreters. Fig. 9(b) illustrates an extracted
fault and its corresponding manually picked fault. The FauSIM
index is developed based on the Fréchet distance [23], which can
more accurately measure the similarity between two curves than
the Haudorff distance [24] by taking the continuity of curves and
the ordering of sampling points into account.

In this paper, we calculate the Fréchet distance in Euclidean
space S. Curves A and B in S are defined by two continu-
ous mappings, A : [0, J ]→ S, and B : [0,K]→ S, which map
walking distances to vectors in S. J and K represent the length
of the two curves, respectively. In addition, we define another
two continuous and non-decreasing functions within the interval
of [0, 1], α(t) and β(t), where α(0) = 0, α(1) = J , β(0) = 0,
and β(1) = K. Both functions map normalized walking time
t to the walking distance in each path, respectively. There-
fore, based on these pre-defined functions, the Fréchet distance
F (A,B) between curves A and B can be calculated as

SIM(A,B) = inf
α,β

{

max
t∈[0,1]

d (A (α(t)) , B(β(t)))
}

, (16)

where d(·) is the distance function defined in S, referred to as
‖·‖2 . Fig. 9(a) illustrates an example of the Fréchet distance,
where black lines connect matched points in curves A and B,
and the Fréchet distance is the length of the magenta line, which
corresponds to the longest connection.

According to the defined Fréchet distance, we attempt to nu-
merically describe local and global similarity between labeling
results and the ground truth using local and global items in the
proposed FauSIM index, respectively. Since in most cases two
curves have different lengths, we focus on comparing the local
similarity of only overlapped regions in the depth direction and
evaluate the similarity of remaining parts in the global item of
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the FauSIM index. To compare the local details of an extracted
fault and a manually picked fault, for any z-coordinate in the
overlapped region, we define an analysis window with length
rf that identifies a pair of line segments, as Fig. 9(b) shows.
Therefore, by moving the analysis window along the overlapped
region and calculating the Fréchet distance of every pair of local
segments, we can obtain a sequence of distances, d = (di)Nd

i=1 ,
where Nd is the number of the pairs. To increase the reliability
of the local item, we employ discontinuity values as the weights
of obtained distances in d. For each pair of local segments, the
corresponding weight, denoted D̄i , i = 1, 2, · · · , Nd , is defined
as the average discontinuity value of the segment extracted by
the moving of the analysis window along the extracted fault.
Therefore, the weighted mean and standard deviation of d can
be calculated as

μd =
∑Nd

i=1 e−D̄ i di
∑Nd

i=1 e−D̄ i

, σd =

√
∑Nd

i=1 e−D̄ i (di − μd)2
∑Nd

i=1 e−D̄ i

. (17)

In Eq. (17), we use exp(−D̄i) instead of D̄i as weights in or-
der to add penalties to the local segments of extracted faults,
which are not located around incoherent regions. For two pairs
of local segments with the same Fréchat distance, the one with
smaller D̄i corresponds to a relatively greater weighted distance
in Eq. (17). Therefore, greater μd and σd represent lower sim-
ilarity between extracted faults and manually picked faults. In
the FauSIM index, μd and σd constitute the main part of the
local item.

In addition to the comparisons of local segments in overlapped
regions, we also need to consider the influences of remaining
parts, denoted Lb and Le as Fig. 9(b) shows, on the similarity
of extracted faults to manually picked faults. The appearance of
Lb and Le results from the different positions of the starting and
ending points of two compared curves. To employ the influences
of Lb and Le in the FauSIM index, we define db and de illustrated
in Fig. 9(b) as the lengths of lines connecting the starting and
ending points of curves, respectively. From another perspective,
db can also be regarded as the Fréchet distance between Lb

and the starting point with a larger z-coordinate, denoted Pb in
Fig. 9(b). Similarly, de represents the Fréchet distance between
Le and the ending point with a smaller z-coordinate, denoted Pe

in Fig. 9(b). In addition, we define dmax as the Fréchet distance
of two curves. Therefore, db , de , and dmax form the main part
of the global item in the FauSIM index.

Based on obtained parameters, we propose the FauSIM
index as

FauSIM = exp (−α(μd + σd ))
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Local Item

· exp
(

−β

(
dm ax +cb db +ce de

1 + cb + ce

))

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Global Item

,

(18)

where α and β are normalization items determined empirically
and cb and ce represent the weights of db and de , respectively.
Since function exp(·) defined on negative real numbers has
a range of 0 to 1, we apply it in the FauSIM index for
normalization. cb and ce are defined as the ratios of the lengths
of Lb and Le and the length of the extracted fault, respectively.

Fig. 10. The seismic section of a local volume that contains multiple faults.

Therefore, according to the expression of FauSIM in Eq. (18),
the greater FauSIM value represents higher similarity between
the semi-automatically labeled fault and the manually picked
fault and vice versa.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To verify the reliability and robustness of the proposed fault
detection and tracking methods, in this section, we apply the pro-
posed method to detect faults in real seismic datasets and involve
the FauSIM index as an objective measure. The selected 3D
seismic dataset, acquired from the 16× 24 km2 Netherland
offshore F3 block in the North Sea, contains typical geological
structures such as faults and salt domes [25]. In this dataset,
the inline number ranges from #100 to #750, and the crossline
number ranges from #300 to #1250. In addition, in the time di-
rection, the dataset has a range of 0 ms to 1848 ms in 4ms steps.
Therefore, the 3D dataset has a size of 651× 951× 463. In the
following examples, we focus on two separate local volumes
that contain different faults. One has a major fault illustrated in
Fig. 2(a). The other contains multiple small faults, and Fig. 10
illustrates one of its seismic sections.

A. Fault Detection

The first step of detecting faults in seismic sections is to apply
threshold TH = 0.9 on the discontinuity map of the seismic sec-
tion. The obtained binary image, shown in Fig. 2(a), highlights
likely fault regions. Furthermore, we extract fault features from
the highlighted likely fault regions using the Hough transform
and label them as yellow lines in the magnified seismic section
shown in Fig. 11(a). The red line in Fig. 11(a), which represents
a fitted line, helps define the lateral distance and identify out-
liers. By selecting thresholds TL = TA = 5, we remove outliers
and merge neighboring groups. In Fig. 11(b), the remaining fea-
tures, connected by blue lines, form the initial labeling of a fault,
denoted as Lc in the previous section. Since the connection of
neighboring features does not involve any geological constraint,
to obtain more accurate detection result, we search horizon-
tally within radius rs = 2 and identify locations with the largest
discontinuity values. Fig. 11(c) illustrates the searching result,
Lm . On the basis of Eq. (10), we combine Lc and Lm with the
corresponding weights λc = 0.6 and λm = 0.4, respectively.
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Fig. 11. The process of fault labeling, (a) extracted fault features and the
fitted line, (b) remaining features after false feature removal form the initial
labeling, (c) searching results based on the discontinuity map, (d) the optimized
labeling, (e) the detected fault, (f) the fault (yellow) detected by the proposed
fault detection method and the manually picked fault (green), and (g) the fault
(yellow) labeled by Hale’s method [2] and the manually picked fault (green).

TABLE I
THE FAUSIM INDICES OF FAULTS DETECTED BY DIFFERENT DETECTION

METHODS IN SEISMIC SECTIONS

Inline Section Proposed Hale [2]

#268 (Single Fault) 0.8487 0.7402
#244 (Multiple Faults) 0.8127 0.7719

After applying a smoothing filter on the combined result, we
obtain the optimized labeling shown in Fig. 11(d). Finally, by
connecting the remaining features with the optimized labeling,
we delineate the fault, shown in Fig. 11(e).

To evaluate the accuracy of the proposed fault detection
method, we compare the detected fault in Fig. 11(f) with a
manually picked fault. From the subjective point of view, we
notice the strong similarity between the detected fault and the
manually picked fault. To compare the performance of the pro-
posed method, we implement an efficient fault detection method
proposed by D. Hale in [2] and include its detected results as
a benchmark. Hale’s method first smoothes along fault orienta-
tions and delineates faults by identifying points with the largest
discontinuity values on the horizontal direction. However, with-
out involving geological constraints in the labeling process, the
appearance of outliers in Fig. 11(g) degrades the similarity be-
tween the detected fault and the manually picked fault. From
the objective point of view, Table I shows the FauSIM indices
of detected faults. In the inline section containing only a single
fault (#268), the fault detected by the proposed method has a
FauSIM index greater than the fault detected by Hale’s method,
which complies with our subjective impression.

The example in Fig. 11 shows that the proposed method has
capability of detecting faults in seismic sections that contain

Fig. 12. The detection of multiple faults, (a) the discontinuity map of Inline
#244, (b) highlighted likely fault regions, (c) detected features in different groups
labeled by different colors, (d) remaining features after removing false features,
(e) the initial labeling of faults, (f) detected faults with geological constraints
involved, (g) the comparison between faults detected by the proposed method
and the manually picked fault, and (h) the comparison between faults detected
by Hale’s method and the manually picked fault.

simple faults. In addition, the proposed method can also label
multiple faults in seismic sections. The only difference is to
divide detected features into groups, the number of which is
determined by interpreters and coincides with the number of
faults. Fig. 12(a) shows the discontinuity map of Inline #244,
and Fig. 12(b) illustrates likely fault regions extracted from
Fig. 12(a). By observing the seismic section in Fig. 10, we dis-
tinguish six apparent faults. Therefore, on the basis of the posi-
tions and slopes of faults, we apply k-means clustering method
to classify detected features in Fig. 12(c) into six groups and
label them by different colors. After removing false features,
we obtain the remaining features of each group, as Fig. 12(d)
illustrates. In Fig. 12(e), the line connection of neighboring
features in each group forms the initial labeling of faults. In
the end, by involving the discontinuity information, we detect
faults with high accuracy as Fig. 12(f) shows. In Fig. 12(g),
we compare the detected faults with manually picked faults in
dashed lines and subjectively conclude that the detected results
closely resemble manually picked faults. In contrast, Fig. 12(h)
illustrates the comparison between manually picked faults in
dashed lines and faults detected by Hale’s method, in which
the main difference comes from the deviations of yellow and
green faults. To objectively compare the performance of the pro-
posed method and Hale’s method, in Table I, we list the FauSIM
indices of faults detected in different seismic sections. For the
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Fig. 13. The synthesis of the tracked fault in Inline #258, (a) the reference
fault detected in Inline #248, (b) the reference fault detected in Inline #268,
(c) the projected fault, Lp 1 , in solid curve, (d) the projected fault, Lp 2 , in solid
curve, (e) Lp 1 , Lp 2 , and Lpm for the synthesis of the tracked fault, (f) the
comparison between the tracked fault (yellow) and the manually picked fault
(green), and (g) the comparison between the detected fault (yellow) and the
manually picked fault (green).

seismic section containing multiple faults, the corresponding
FauSIM index is the mean of the similarity indices of all de-
tected faults. We notice that the proposed method has greater
FauSIM indices than Hale’s method, which is consistent with
our subjective assessment. Parameters involved in the process of
fault detection are TH , TL , TA , rs , λc , and λm , all of which are
determined empirically. However, because of the similar struc-
tures of faults in one dataset, users only need to slightly tweak
several parameters when detecting faults in different seismic
sections.

B. Fault Tracking

If we depend only on the proposed detection method, the
tweaking of parameters in each section may reduce interpre-
tation efficiency. Therefore, on the basis of detected faults in
reference sections, we propose the fault tracking method to
label faults in predicted sections. In the local volume containing
the single fault, we detect faults using the proposed detection
method in two reference sections, Inline #248 and Inline #268.
To synthesize the tracked fault in Inline #258, we project
faults detected in reference sections onto the target section and
keep the positions of faults unchanged. As Fig. 13(a), 13(b)
illustrate, in magnified Inline #258, dashed curves represent the
detected faults of reference sections. By moving an analysis
window with length rt = 30 along each reference fault, we
obtain a group of fault segments, which overlap on the depth
direction because of smaller moving step rm = 5. According
to the constraint in Eq. (11), for each fault segment, we search
in different directions to identify the corresponding tracking
vector, which shifts the fault segment to the most discontinuous

TABLE II
THE COMPARISON OF FAUSIM INDICES BETWEEN TRACKED AND DETECTED

FAULTS IN SEISMIC SECTIONS

Inline Section Tracked Faults Detected Faults

#258 (Single Fault) 0.8632 0.8321
#249 (Multiple Faults) 0.8094 0.7611

position. After merging all shifted fault segments, we obtain
projected faults, Lp1 and Lp2 , as the solid curves shown
in Fig. 13(c), Fig. 13(d), respectively. In the synthesis of
tracked faults, we focus on the overlaps of projected faults on
the depth direction. To increase the accuracy of the tracked
fault, we define line Lpm

between Lp1 and Lp2 , every point
of which corresponds to the largest discontinuity value on the
crossline direction. The white curve in Fig. 13(e) represents
Lpm

obtained in Inline #258. On the basis of Lp1 , Lp2 , and
Lpm

, we can synthesize the tracked fault according to the
objective function in Eq. (14). In this function, parameters
λpi

, i = 1, 2, depend on the distance between the predicted
section (Inline # 258) and two reference sections (Inline
#248 and #268). Therefore, in this case, λp1 = λp2 = 0.5.
On the other hand, parameters μp and μm are determined
empirically. To reduce the influence of the zig-zag shape of
Lpm

, we choose μp = 0.6 and μm = 0.4. In Fig. 13(f), we
label the tracked fault in yellow and compare it with the
manually picked fault in green. Because of involving fault
information from two reference sections, the tracked fault in
Fig. 13(f) shows strong similarity to the manually picked fault.
In contrast, we extract the fault depending only on the proposed
detection method and compare it with with the manually picked
fault in Fig. 13(g). We notice that the most parts of the detected
fault are similar to the manually picked fault, except for the
major deviation in the upper area. To objectively compare
faults labeled in Fig. 13(f), Fig. 13(g), we list the corresponding
FauSIM indices in Table II. For Inline #259, the tracked fault has
greater similarity index than the detected one, which complies
with our subjective observation. Since the detection method
focuses only on one seismic section, ignoring the coherency
between neighboring sections leads to a limitation of similarity.

As we introduced above, Fig. 13 illustrates the process of syn-
thesizing tracked faults. To show the robustness of the proposed
tracking method, we apply it on a local volume containing multi-
ple faults. In the synthesis of tracked faults, we first detect faults
in selected reference sections (Inline #244 and Inline #254) and
label them by dashed curves depicted in Fig. 14(a), Fig. 14(b),
respectively. Different colors distinguish different faults. For
each detected fault, we define a group of fault segments and
search in different directions to determine the most discontin-
uous projected positions. After merging shifted fault segments,
we yield projected faults, Lp1 and Lp2 , and label them by solid
curves as Fig. 14(c), Fig. 14(d) illustrate. We notice that faults
projected from Inline #244 are different from those projected
from Inline #254. The main reason is the termination of faults in
predicted sections. Therefore, in the tracking process, we focus
only on faults appearing in both reference sections such as faults
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Fig. 14. The synthesis of tracked faults in Inline #258, (a) reference faults
detected in Inline #244, (b) reference faults detected in Inline #254, (c) projected
faults, Lp 1 , in solid curves, (d) projected faults, Lp 2 , in solid curves, (e) the
comparison between tracked faults in Inline #249 and the manually picked fault,
and (d) the comparison between detected faults in Inline #249 and the manually
picked fault.

labeled by cyan, red, green, white, and blue in Fig. 14. For a
fault detected in only one reference section such as the yellow
fault projected from Inline #244 and the magenta fault projected
from Inline #254, interpreters need to decide whether this fault
exists in the target predicted section by previous experience.
In Fig. 14(e), Fig. 14(f), we compare the manually picked fault
in orange with tracked faults and detected faults, respectively.
By only observing results shown in Fig. 14(e), Fig. 14(f), we
can not easily decide which one is better, since detected faults
are also similar to the manually picked fault, except for the dif-
ference in length. However, by calculating the FauSIM indices
of tracked and detected faults, we can objectively evaluate the
similarity to the manually picked fault. According to FauSIM
indices shown in Table II, we conclude that tracked faults have
high similarity than detected faults, although in Fig. 14(e) the
red and green faults overlap at the beginning area.

C. Overall Comparison

According to our previous experiments, we can extract fault
surfaces using three different strategies. One is to apply Hale’s
method to detect faults in each seismic section, and another is to
implement the fault detection of each seismic section using the
proposed detection method. The third strategy is a combined
method that first detects faults in selected reference seismic
sections and synthesizes tracked faults in predicted sections by
involving fault information obtained from reference sections.
To compare the performance of different strategies on labeling
faults, we apply those methods to the local seismic volume con-
taining the simple fault, the inline number of which ranges from
248 to 286 with step 2. In this volume, we select three reference
sections (Inline # 248, #268, and # 286) and regard remaining

Fig. 15. 3D fault surfaced delineated by the proposed combined method.

Fig. 16. The FauSIM indices of faults in each seismic section (From Inline
#248 to Inline #286) delineated by different detection methods.

TABLE III
THE MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF FAUSIM INDICES IN FIG. 16

Different Methods Mean Std. Dev.

Proposed Detection Method 0.8197 0.0355
Combined (Detection + Tracking) 0.8308 0.0400
Hale’s Method 0.7488 0.0512

ones as predicted sections. The 3D fault surface delineated by
the combined method is shown in Fig. 15. In addition, Fig. 16
shows the FauSIM indices of faults delineated in each seismic
section by different strategies, and Table III lists the correspond-
ing means and standard deviations. Although we notice that in
some seismic sections, faults obtained from the proposed de-
tection method are slightly more similar to manually picked
faults than those detected by the combined method, means in
Table III show that for this local volume the combined method
has better performance. In contrast to the combined method,
which employs information from multiple reference sections,
the proposed detection method has a lower standard deviation,
which demonstrates its robustness on fault detection.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced a method that semi-automatically
detects faults using the Hough transform as well as tracking
vectors. To improve the efficiency of fault interpretation, we
classified seismic sections into reference and predicted sections
by borrowing the concept of I- and B-frames in video-coding
techniques and applied different strategies on the two types of
sections. In reference sections, we first highlighted likely fault
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regions on the basis of discontinuity maps and employed the
Hough transform to extract the features of faults. After remov-
ing false features, we optimally connected remaining features
by involving geological constraints. In predicted sections, the
proposed tracking method synthesizes tracked faults based on
detected faults projected from reference sections. In the track-
ing process, we estimated tracking vectors using discontinuity
information and optimally combined projected faults . To evalu-
ate the performance of the proposed method, we introduced the
fault similarity (FauSIM) index that describes the similarity be-
tween detected faults and manually picked faults. The FauSIM
index based on the Fréchet distance compares both the local and
global structures of faults. Experimental results show that the
proposed method has the capability to accurately detect faults
in seismic sections, and the objective FauSIM indices complied
with the subjective observation of interpreters.
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